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The chances are that you’re going to experience about 90,000 hours of work. In other words, setting aside the hours you’ll spend asleep, getting on for one-fifth of your lifetime will be spent in a workplace of some description. It’s a sobering thought. It also explains why their work matters so much to many people. “Far and away the best prize that life offers,” Theodore Roosevelt said, “is the chance to work hard at work worth doing” (“A Square Deal,” Syracuse, NY, September 7, 1903).

What if you are a Deaf person who uses a signed language in your everyday life, though? Is work equally fulfilling? The underlying assumption of this book is that it can be, and it should be. Relationships with interpreters can be critical to achieving that outcome. This monograph addresses the key question of how interpreters can operate to enable the workplace to run smoothly when interaction between signers and non-signers is a routine feature of the occupational environment. Of course, for the interpreter, work necessarily always involves signing and non-signing clients. The communicative gap between these groups constitutes the very raison d’être of the interpreter. And, make no mistake about it, bridging that gap is immensely hard work. Doing it well requires deep reserves of world knowledge, an extraordinary level of empathy, profound insight and great technical competence in the practice of communication management, as well as native-like bilingual and bicultural skills, which most people mistakenly assume to encompass the beginning and end of the interpreter’s task. All of that has to come before we even get to the specific technicalities, routines, and personalities of a particular occupational context. So interpreting is intense, mind-bending work in itself.
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As this study amply demonstrates, however, it is possible to deliver high-quality interpreting—but the interpreter alone cannot generate effective communication among workplace colleagues. In fact, there is no single “silver bullet,” no magic powder that can be sprinkled to guarantee understanding. The research reported here does, however, illuminate vividly how careful, considerate, and, above all, cooperative talk can facilitate purposeful interaction among employees. What’s more, where a shared appreciation of the distinctive character of interpreted exchanges is afforded scope to develop, we see in this volume well-curated evidence of the mutual respect and goodwill that can be nurtured within staff relations.

The scholarship presented within these covers also sits within an academic tradition initiated over fifty years ago in the United States and maintained conscientiously in a number of centers in the UK. By the time William C. Stokoe published his groundbreaking *A Dictionary of American Sign Language on Linguistic Principles* in 1965, he was routinely conducting his scientific analyses in a team into which he had drafted Deaf colleagues, insisting that his research would be enhanced through this Deaf–hearing cooperation. Mary Brennan established similar principles at Moray House College of Education in Edinburgh in her early sign language studies in the 1970s, and these have continued through subsequent generations and remain fundamental in the research—which this book exemplifies—that continues at Heriot-Watt University in the same city to this day. Doctoral research, as contained in this volume, has necessarily to be authored by an individual, but Jules Dickinson’s work models an ongoing, coactive disposition associated with Heriot-Watt and all institutions engaged in applied linguistic research that seeks to be empowering to relevant stakeholders.

This study is, in a number of vital respects, genuinely motivated by a desire to work on, for, and with members of the interpreting profession and of the workplace communities of practice in focus in these pages. The urge to empower through research may not ultimately be perfectly realized in this (or any individual) study, but the instinct to share knowledge is evident throughout and suggests many avenues for refinement of good employment practice in subsequent studies. With cooperative endeavor comes the prospect of promoting and securing lasting change—the true evidence of the impact that can be generated through well-designed, sensitively administered, and effectively disseminated research.
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At the time of Dickinson’s study, such change looked absolutely vital. The very presence of interpreters in the companies, services, and enterprises that employ Deaf people has been brought into question once again as an insensitive governmental administration, it appears, insists upon cutbacks without properly understanding the consequences. Over two decades since its introduction in 1994, the publicly funded Access to Work scheme has enabled thousands of Deaf (and disabled) people to attain professional status commensurate with their abilities, arresting a generations-old pattern of underemployment, justifiable resentment, and socially damaging waste of human resources. As a result, Deaf people’s life-chances and those of their family members have improved, their colleagues and customers have been able to benefit from their skills and contribution, and the economy has been boosted, both by the reduction in social funding required to sustain frustrated ambitions and artificially underproductive lifestyles, and by the resultant direct input through industrial productivity and tax revenue. Society’s interests have thus been served while individuals’ own sense of personal fulfillment has been optimized in the very way that Theodore Roosevelt highlighted.

Jules Dickinson’s study is therefore much more than a fine and original study in applied sociolinguistics. It is a blueprint to a society in which the abilities of Deaf and hearing people are acknowledged, and their collaborative potential is fully realized, thanks to the progressive professionalism of effective, respected sign language interpreters. Coming to this work as scholars, educators, practitioners, clients, employers, or commissioning agents, readers of all kinds will find value in its balanced and informed insights. In a field of research dating back no more than fifty years, we still have much to learn; but what we do know is very clearly advanced through this timely study. I hope that its theoretical and practical implications will be widely appreciated and pursued.